These records were received under provisions of the instrument of gift of Dwight D. Eisenhower signed April 13, 1960. Under terms of the instrument of gift the following classes of documents are withheld from research use:

1. Papers that are security-classified pursuant to law or Executive Order, until such classification shall be removed.

2. Papers the use of which may be prejudicial to the maintenance of good relations with foreign nations.

3. Papers containing statements made in confidence unless the reason for confidentiality no longer exists.

4. Papers relating to family or private business affairs.

5. Papers containing statements which might be used to injure, harass, or damage any living person.
NAME SERIES

SCOPE AND CONTENT NOTE

The Name Series consists of approximately 2,400 pages of letters, memoranda, telegrams, FBI reports, Secret Service reports, and newspaper clippings relating primarily to personnel actions and investigative matters. The date coverage of this series is 1953 to 1961.

The cases documented in this series range from routine background checks of political appointees to investigations of government personnel and private citizens under the loyalty security program. Other subjects of interest in this series include unauthorized use of the President’s name in advertising endorsements, requests for asylum for defectors, Dr. Albert Schweitzer’s views on the thermonuclear bomb, and the seditious conspiracy conviction of a Puerto Rican separatist.

This series is arranged alphabetically by first initial of surname and chronologically thereunder. The original folder titles as well as the original arrangement within the folders have been retained. Two photographs were removed-and transferred to the audiovisual collection.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Box No.</th>
<th>Contents</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 1       | ALEXANDER, Harry  
          | ARCHER, Joe  
          | ARN, Edward  
          | ATHENAGORAS, I.  
          | AUGUST, Irving I.  
          | BAKER, George P.  
          | BARRINGER, J. Paul  
          | BEARDSLEY, Gov. Wm. S.  
          | BIDDLE, George  
          | BITNER, L.M.  
          | BLATTENBURGER, Raymond  
          | BLUEMLE, R.L.  
          | BOOTH, Eugene T.  
          | BRAND, Allan D.  
          | BROCIA, Michael L.  
          | CAHN, Julius  
          | CAPUTA, Joseph J.  
          | CLAY, Gen. Lucius D.  
          | COBB, Mavis  
          | COCKRELL, Ewing  
          | COFER, Kitty Sue |
CONDON, Edward U.
COTTON, Norris
COULTER, Gen. John Breitling
COWLES, Fleur
COX, Arthur M.
DAVIES, John Paton, Jr.
DAVIS, John C., Jr.
DILLON, Betty Crites
DUKE, Florimond D.
DUNN, Stephen F.
EBERLY, Marion S.
EDELMAN, John W.
EDMAN, George H.
EDMONDS, Dr. Helen G.
ENDERLE, Mrs. Sibyl B.
FEITELBERG, William
FENTON, Jerome
FERRIS, Schuyler D.
FORTICH, Carlos, Jr.
FRATELONE, Dr. T.R.
FRIEDLANDER, Philip R. (Jr.)

GARLAND, Charles
GATES, Thomas Sovereign, Jr.
GIRARD, William S.
GOODING, Lawrence E.
GORDON, Kilbourne
GROSSMAN, Charles H.
GUNTER, Paul
HACKER, Louis M.
HALL, Roland
HARDESTY, Marion Norton
HARRIS, Col. Dee V.
HENDRICKSON, Sen. Robert C.
HOLDER, Cale
HOLLAWAY, Wm. A.
HOLMES, Mary C.
HORNE, Frank
HORTON, Mildred McAfee
HURD, Peter
HUTCHESON, Maurice
HUTCHINSON, George Robert
HYDE, Howard Kemper
IRELAND, Casey
JACKSON, C.D.
JACKSON, Fay
JACKSON, Gordon B.
JARECKI, Lt. F. [re asylum for Polish defector]
JIMENEZ, Jorge Luis [Puerto Rican separatist convicted of seditious conspiracy]
JOHNSON, Mrs. Allen A.
JONES, Elton B.
JONES, Mrs. Herman C.
JONES, Louise
JONES, Richard Lee
JOYCE, Robert P.
KARRICK, David
KAUFMAN, David E.
KHOLKOV
KNOLL, Leo George
KOTSCHING, Walter M.
KRESS, Charles
LANSDALE, Robert
LANUSH Stephen J.
LAUCOURNET, Jean P.
LAVIANO, Dominick
LAWRENCE, Justus Baldwin
LAWSON, Edgar C.
LEE, Frederick Billings
LEEBOVE, Arthur  
LEWIS, John  
LOCKHARD, George V.  
LORD, Mrs. Oswald  
LOWRY, Wilson McNeil  
MacGARRETT, Virginia  
MacLEAN, Henry F.  
MANION, Clarence  
MARSHALL, Robert S.  
MARTIN, John B.  
MAYS, Alfred S.  

3 MELVILLE, Lawrence B.  
MERRIAM, Helen R.  
MITCHELL, William D.  
MONTGOMERY, Robert  
MORRISSEY, Edward  
MORROW, E. Frederic  
MUMFORD, Lawrence Quincy  
MUNOZ, Digna  
NASH, Walter  
NUVEEN, John  
ORLOW
PATTERSON, Moorhead
PATTON, George S.
PETERSON, Margery
PETROV, Vladimir
PRCHALA, Lev
REID, Ogden
REID, Whitelaw
RODES, Robert E.
ROSEN, Abraham Paltial
ROSENTHAL, Jean S.
ROSS, Donald
ROSSKAM, Edwin
RYAN, Oswald
SALK, Dr. Jonas E.
SCHNEIDER, Mrs. Daniel
SCHNEIDER, Erwin
SCHWEITZER, Dr. Albert [re Schweitzer’s views on the thermonuclear bomb]
SHAPLEY, Harlow
SIEMINSKI, Hon. Alfred D.
SILVERCRUYS, Baroness
SMITH, Robert Carlton
SMITH, Wyman Sidney
SOBELL, Morton
SPAULDING, Jane
STAHL, O. Glenn
STRASSBURGER, Ralph Beaver
STRAUSS, Lewis L.
TAYLOR, Myron C.
TELEGDY, George
TERRELL, Mary Church
TRIFFIN, Robert
TWE, Didhwo
VAN CLEVE, Aloysius E.
VAN LOAN, Jennie A.
VER, Carlos Francisco
VICTOR, Luis Alejandro
WEBER, Robert
WEIHS, Felix
WERNER, Frank A.
WHITE, E.D.
WILLIAMS, Robert L.
WILLIAMSON, Oliver G.
WILLIAMSON, Porter E.
YACOUB III, Max Ignatius
ZEMURRAY, Samuel
ZWIG, Robert Jonathon
SUBJECT SERIES

SCOPE AND CONTENT NOTE

The Subject Series of the Confidential File consists of approximately 82,400 pages of the highest level materials in the White House Central Files. Received at the Eisenhower Library in 1961, the Confidential File contains material on most major foreign and domestic policies as well as many political issues facing the Eisenhower administration.

Within the Subject Series the domestic topics documented include the Taft-Hartley Act, agriculture, civil aviation, science and technology programs, government agencies and their operations, security and personnel actions in the military services, Republican Party politics, and natural resources policy. In the area of foreign policy, NATO, foreign economic policy, United States relations with the Soviet Union, Eisenhower’s Atoms for Peace speech, the Organization for European Economic Cooperation, trade agreements and tariff matters, mutual security programs, and the Middle East are some of the prominent issues discussed at length. Also contained within the series is a lengthy history of the Joint Chiefs of Staff during World War II and materials relating to appeals for clemency and parole for Japanese war criminals.

Of special interest within the Subject Series are those segments dealing with the State Department and the President’s trips. Nuclear testing and disarmament, visits by foreign leaders to the United States, oil imports, foreign aid, refugee problems, and the conduct of American foreign policy are detailed in the State Department folders. The folders on the President’s trips contain materials relating to most of the President’s goodwill tours and his trips to summit conferences. In addition to the briefing books and telegrams arranging the President’s various travels, there are also copies of verbatim transcripts of the proceedings of the Geneva Conference contained within the President’s trips folders.

Although the date coverage of this series is essentially 1953 to 1961, there is a very small quantity of material from 1944-45. This material, which is located within the Operation Alert folders, consists of a casefile prepared by the Supreme Headquarters Allied Expeditionary Forces on the effect of air attacks on German civilian population.

The Subject Series is organized alphabetically by subject title and chronologically thereunder. The original folder titles on the files at the time of deposit have been retained. Those folder titles which were assigned by the reviewing archivist have been placed in brackets []. The original arrangement within the folders has been retained, although some documents had to be refiled in order for their placement to be consistent with either the folder titles or the chronological order. A segment of material labeled “Too Late To Be Processed” was received as part of the Confidential File. This material, over one-half of which had been coded by the White House Central Files staff, has been interfiled into the appropriate folders. In some instances where coding was not supplied by the Central Files staff, the material was interfiled by the reviewing archivist into folders with the same subject matter.
A total of 331 photographs were removed and transferred to the audiovisual collection.
### CONTAINER LIST

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Box No.</th>
<th>Contents</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 1       | ADVISORY BOARD FOR ECONOMIC GROWTH and STABILITY  
AGRICULTURE, Department of (1)(2) [foreign trade; grain storage; 1956 Acreage Reserve Program; Title I of Public Law 480; export subsidy program]  
AGRICULTURE, Farming  
AGRICULTURAL SURPLUSES (1)-(4) [stockpiling and barter programs]  
AIR COORDINATING COMMITTEE (1)-(3)  
AIR COORDINATING COMMITTEE (Mr. Willis’ Agenda) (1)-(5) |
| 2       | AIR COORDINATING COMMITTEE (Mr. Willis’ Agenda) (6)-(15)  
AIR COORDINATING COMMITTEE (Mr. Willis - Mr. Barba Memoranda - Mimeographs) (1) |
| 3       | AIR COORDINATING COMMITTEE (Mr. Willis - Mr. Barba Memoranda - Mimeographs) (2)-(13) |
| 4       | AIR COORDINATING COMMITTEE (Mr. Willis - Mr. Barba Memoranda - Mimeographs) (14)  
AIR FORCE, Department of the (1)-(5) [President’s aircraft; search and rescue procedures; overseas bases]  
ALASKAN HOUSING  
AMERICAN BULGARIAN LEAGUE  
AMERICAN - KOREAN LEAGUE  
AMERICAN NATIONALIST [publication]  
AMERICAN VETERANS COMMITTEE |
ANTARCTIC COMMISSION AND EXPEDITION

ANTI-DEFAMATION LEAGUE, B’Nai B’Rith

APPOINTMENTS

ARMY, Department of the (1)-(5) [psychological warfare; military works programs]

5 ARMY, Department of the (6)-(11) [Panama Canal Study]

6 ARMY, Department of the (12)-(17) [Panama Canal Study]

7 ATLANTIC COMMUNITY (1) (2) [Middle East; NATO]

ATOMIC ENERGY and BOMB (1)-(11.) [re Henry Kissinger’s analysis of U.S. foreign policy; USSR policy toward Egypt; Hungarian situation]

8 ATOMIC ENERGY and BOMB (12)-(21) John A. McCone’s visit to USSR, includes personal observations]

9 ATOMIC ENERGY and BOMB (22)-(24)

ATOMIC ENERGY COMMISSION

ATOMIC WEAPONS


BERMUDA MEETING - March 21-23, 1957 [Folder for the President] (1)-(4)

10 BERMUDA MEETING - March 21-23, 1957 [Folder for the President] (5) (6)

BIG FOUR CONFERENCE

BONELESS TURKEY, INC. (1) (2) [re Army supply case]

[BRICKER AMENDMENT]
BUREAU OF THE BUDGET (1) (2)

BUSINESS ADVISORY COUNCIL

CABINET (1) (2) [Army report re Panama Canal Study]

CABINET COMMITTEE ON ENERGY SUPPLIES AND RESOURCES POLICY (1)(2)

11 CABINET COMMITTEE ON ENERGY SUPPLIES AND RESOURCES POLICY (3) (6)

CABINET COMMITTEE ON MINERALS POLICY

CABINET COMMITTEE ON SMALL BUSINESS

CABINET COMMITTEE ON TELECOMMUNICATIONS POLICY AND ORGANIZATION

CANADA, TRIP OF PRESIDENT, 1958 (1) (2)

CANADA, TRIP OF PRESIDENT, 1958 [Briefing Book] (1) (2)

12 CANADA, TRIP OF PRESIDENT, 1958 [Briefing Book] (3)-(6)

CANDOR AND UNITED NATIONS SPEECH, 12/8/53 (1)-(12)

13 CANDOR AND UNITED NATIONS SPEECH, 12/8/53 (13)-(26)

C A R E

CARIBBEAN COMMISSION

CENTRAL HUNGARIAN SICK BENEFIT AND LITERARY SOCIETY

CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE AGENCY (1)

14 CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE AGENCY (2)-(4)

CHECKHOV PUBLISHING HOUSE
CIVIL AERONAUTICS BOARD (1)-(9) [re Oswald Ryan; air route cases]

15 CIVIL AERONAUTICS BOARD (10)-(18)

16 CIVIL AERONAUTICS BOARD (19)-(25)
CIVIL DEFENSE (1)(2)

17 CIVIL DEFENSE (3)-(6)
CIVIL SERVICE COMMISSION
CLEMENCY and PAROLE BOARD FOR WAR CRIMINALS
COLLEGIAL SOCIETY OF HUNGARIAN VETERANS
COMMERCE, Department of (1)(2)
COMMISSION ON GOVERNMENT SECURITY
COMMISSION ON GOVERNMENTAL FUNCTIONS and FISCAL RESOURCES
COMMISSION ON INTERGOVERNMENTAL RELATIONS
COMMISSION ON ORGANIZATION OF EXECUTIVE BRANCH OF GOVERNMENT
COMMITEE ON ECONOMIC POLICY

18 COMMITTEE ON FOREIGN TRADE EDUCATION
COMMITTEE ON NON-MILITARY DEFENSE
COMMITTEE ON PRESENT DANGER
CONFERENCE ON NUCLEAR TEST SUSPENSION
CONGRESS (1)-(3)
CONGRESSIONAL BRIEFINGS
COUNCIL OF ECONOMIC ADVISERS

COUNCIL ON FOREIGN ECONOMIC POLICY (1)-(7)

19  COUNCIL ON FOREIGN ECONOMIC POLICY (8)-(12)

20  COUNCIL ON FOREIGN ECONOMIC POLICY (13)-(19)

21  COURT MARTIAL CASES [re Major General Robert W. Grew]

DEFENSE, Department of (1)-(12) [Buy American Act; satellites; Cordiner Committee; Ryukyu Islands]

22  DEFENSE, Department of (13)-(22) [Federal City Center; Antarctic program; MATS]

DEFENSE MOBILIZATION, Office of (1)

23  DEFENSE MOBILIZATION, Office of (2)-(6) [wartime censorship; Buy American Act]

DISASTERS (1)-(3) [re 1955 flood disaster programs]

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

DIXON-YATES

DOOLITTLE SPECIAL STUDY GROUP

ECONOMIC SITUATION (1) [Fifth Report of the OEEC]

24  ECONOMIC SITUATION (2)-(15) [Fifth and Sixth Report of the OEEC]

EISENHOWER ADMINISTRATION (1)

25  EISENHOWER ADMINISTRATION (2)

EISENHOWER TRIP TO SOUTH AMERICA, Milton (1)-(3)
EXPORT-IMPORT BANK

FACTS FORUM

FAIRLESS COMMITTEE

FAMOUS ARTISTS SCHOOLS

FEDERAL AVAITION AGENCY

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION [re Fidel Castro and Cuba]

[FEDERAL CITY CENTER] (1) (2) [oversize, formerly titled “Bottom Drawer - Safe #1172: photo, map and album re proposed Federal City Center”]

FEDERAL CIVIL DEFENSE ADMINISTRATION

FEDERAL COMMUNICATIONS COMMISSION

FEDERAL DEPOSIT INSURANCE CORPORATION (1)(2)

FEDERAL HOUSING ADMINISTRATION (1)(2)

FEDERAL MEDIATION AND CONCILIATION SERVICE

FEDERAL POWER COMMISSION

FEDERAL REGISTER

FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM (1)(2)

FOOD FOR PEACE

FOREIGN OPERATIONS ADMINISTRATION (1)-(4) [international commodity agreements; refugees; immigration legislation]

FOREIGN OPERATIONS ADMINISTRATION (5)-(7)

FORMOSAN QUESTION

FOUR POWER CONFERENCE
GENERAL SERVICES ADMINISTRATION (1)-(4) [re Jess Larson Nicaro (Cuba) nickel plant]

GENEVA CONFERENCE [BIG FOUR CONFERENCE, July, 1955] (1)

29 GENEVA CONFERENCE (BIG FOUR CONFERENCE, July 1955) (2)-(16) [verbatim transcripts of the conference proceedings]

30 GENEVA CONFERENCE (BIG FOUR CONFERENCE, July 1955) (17)-(27) [verbatim transcripts of the conference proceedings]

GEORGESCU CASE

GOVERNMENT CONTRACT COMMITTEE [Nicaro (Cuba) nickel plant]

GOVERNMENT CONTRACTS

31 GOVERNMENT DEPARTMENTS (1)-(13) [report re conflict of interest]

GOVERNMENT EMPLOYEES

GOVERNMENT PATENTS BOARD

GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE

32 HARVARD UNIVERSITY INTERNATIONAL SEMINAR

HEALTH, EDUCATION and WELFARE, Department of (1)-(3)

HOUSING AND HOME FINANCE AGENCY [re minority housing]

HUNGARIAN CRISIS (1)-(5)

[IMMIGRATION AND NATURALIZATION ACT OF 1952]

INDUSTRIAL COLLEGE OF THE ARMED FORCES

INLAND WATERWAYS CORPORATION (1)-(3)

INSTITUTE OF AMERICAN STRATEGY (1)(2)

INTERAGENCY COMMITTEE ON AGRICULTURAL SURPLUS DISPOSAL (1)
INTERAGENCY COMMITTEE ON AGRICULTURAL SURPLUS DISPOSAL (2)

[INTERDEPARTMENTAL COMMITTEE ON INTERNATIONAL HEALTH POLICY]

INTERIOR, Department of (1)-(4)

INTERNATIONAL ATOMIC ENERGY AGENCY

INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR RECONSTRUCTION and DEVELOPMENT

INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION ADMINISTRATION (1)-(4) [Yugoslavia]

INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION ADMINISTRATION (5)-(9) [Philippines; Iran]

INTERNATIONAL INFORMATION ADMINISTRATION

INTERNATIONAL LABOR ORGANIZATION (1)-(3)

INTERNATIONAL PACIFIC SALMON FISHERIES COMMISSION

INTERSTATE COMMERCE COMMISSION

IRANIAN OIL CONSORTIUM

JOINT COMMITTEE ON ATOMIC ENERGY

JUSTICE, Department of (1)(2)

KOREAN ADVISORY COUNCIL

KOREAN EMERGENCY (1)(2)

KROEGER, A and H

LABOR [lobbying]

LABOR, Department of (1)(2)

LEGISLATION
[LEGISLATIVE CONFERENCES] [re Legislative Leaders Meetings]

LISTS [re classified documents sent to the White House Central Files]

LOUISIANA

LOYALTY PROGRAM

MARITIME ADMINISTRATION

MATS [Military Air Transport Service] (1)-(8)

MEXICO, TRIP OF PRESIDENT TO - 1959 Miscellaneous Materials (1)-(3)

MEXICO, TRIP OF PRESIDENT TO - 1959 [Biographic Data] (1)(2)

MEXICO, TRIP OF PRESIDENT TO - 1959 [Briefing Materials] (1)-(3)

MINERAL STOCKPILING

MIZRACHI ORGANIZATION OF AMERICA

MONTGOMERY MEMOIRS (Field Marshal Montgomery)

MUTUAL SECURITY AGENCY (labor information)

MUTUAL SECURITY AND ASSISTANCE [1952] (1)-(5)[aid to Afghanistan; refugees]

MUTUAL SECURITY AND ASSISTANCE [1953] (1)-(6)

MUTUAL SECURITY AND ASSISTANCE [1953] (7)-(12) [kerosene jet fuel; food relief for East Germany; Volunteer Freedom Corps; Korea]

MUTUAL SECURITY AND ASSISTANCE [1954] (1)-(7) [weapons development; Iraq; Vietnam; Cambodia; Danube flood relief]

MUTUAL SECURITY AND ASSISTANCE [1955] (1)-(3)

MUTUAL SECURITY AND ASSISTANCE [1955] (4)-(7)
MUTUAL SECURITY AND ASSISTANCE [1956] (1)-(5) [Volunteer Freedom Corps; Labor Service Organization in Germany]

MUTUAL SECURITY AND ASSISTANCE [1957] (1)-(6) [food stockpiles in NATO countries; Suez canal Users’ Association]

MUTUAL SECURITY AND ASSISTANCE [1957] (7)-(10) [Intergovernmental Committee for European Migration; evaluation of NSC programs]

MUTUAL SECURITY AND ASSISTANCE [1958] (1)-(9) [emergency flood relief for Poland; Malaria Eradication]

MUTUAL SECURITY AND ASSISTANCE [1959] (1)-(3) [U.S. exhibition in Moscow]

MUTUAL SECURITY AND ASSISTANCE [1959] (4)-(15) [Vietnam; Iran; Thailand]

MUTUAL SECURITY AND ASSISTANCE [1960] (1)

MUTUAL SECURITY AND ASSISTANCE [1960] (2)-(14) [Project HOPE]

MUTUAL SECURITY AND ASSISTANCE [1960] (15)-(19) [Cuban refugees]

MUTUAL SECURITY AND ASSISTANCE [1961] (1)(2)

[MUTUAL SECURITY PROGRAM Fiscal Year 1958 Estimates] (1)-(9) [Latin America; Near East, South Asia and Africa]

[MUTUAL SECURITY PROGRAM Fiscal Year 1958 Estimates] (10)-(22) [Far East and Pacific; World Wide Summary Statements; Europe; Non-Regional Programs; Statistical Supplement]

NATIONAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE FOR AERONAUTICS

NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION (1)-(7) [reorganization of NASA; SATURN Project]

NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE COUNCIL [SENTRY Program]
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF COLORED WOMEN’S CLUBS, INC.

NATIONAL BAR ASSOCIATION

NATIONAL COMMITTEE FOR A FREE EUROPE (1) (2)

NATIONAL COUNCIL FOR PREVENTION OF WAR [West German Women’s Peace Movement]

*NATIONAL LABOR RELATIONS BOARD (1) (2)

NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION [Atoms for Peace Speech]

NATIONAL SECURITY (1)-(4) [re USSR; Korea; NATO; East-West trade]

NATIONAL SECURITY AGENCY

NATIONAL SECURITY COUNCIL (1)-(4) [re NSC 162/2; Korea and General MacArthur; Latin America; merchant marine]

NATIONAL SECURITY MEDAL [Kermit Roosevelt, Jr.]

NATIONAL SECURITY RESOURCES BOARD (1)-(3)

NATIONAL SECURITY RESOURCES BOARD (4)

NAVY, Department of (1)-(4)

NIXON, TRIP TO FAR EAST, ETC. (1)-(6)

NORTH ATLANTIC COMMUNITY

NORTH ATLANTIC TREATY ORGANIZATION (1)-(5) [briefing books re Heads of Government Meeting, December 16-18, 1957]

NORTH ATLANTIC TREATY ORGANIZATION (6)-(16) [briefing books re Heads of Government Meeting, December 16-18, 1957]

OFFICE OF CIVIL AND DEFENSE MOBILIZATION
OFFICE OF DEFENSE AND CIVILIAN MOBILIZATION

OFFICE OF DEFENSE MOBILIZATION

OFFICE OF SPECIAL REPRESENTATIVE IN EUROPE

OPERATION ALERT (1) (2) [SHAES casefile re air attack on German civilians; security for Overlord; Operation “Nestegg”]

OPERATION ALERT (3)-(16)

OPERATION ALERT (17)-(27)

OPERATIONS COORDINATING BOARD (1)-(3) [Israeli Jordanian relations; Senator Joseph McCarthy]

OPERATIONS COORDINATING BOARD (4)-(6)

ORGANIZATION OF AMERICAN STATES

ORGANIZATION FOR EUROPEAN COOPERATION

ORGANIZATION FOR TRADE COOPERATION [Soviet aid offensive]

PERMANENT JOINT BOARD ON DEFENSE CANADA -- UNITED STATES [air bases]

PERSONNEL MANAGEMENT PROGRAM

POLITICAL AFFAIRS (1)(2) [1954 congressional elections; 1956 campaign; Estes Kefauver]

POLONIA REPORTER (1)(2) [monthly magazine edited in both Polish and English]

POST OFFICE, Department of

PRECEDENCE, Rules of

PRESIDENT, The [re Republican Party politics]

PRESIDENT’S CITIZENS ADVISORS ON THE MUTUAL SECURITY
PROGRAM

PRESIDENT’S COMMITTEE ON INTERNATIONAL INFORMATION
ACTIVITIES [Korean conflict and POWS]

PRESIDENT’S COMMITTEE TO STUDY U.S. MILITARY ASSISTANCE (1)-(4)
[P.L. 480; missiles; NATO]
51  PRESIDENT'S COMMITTEE TO STUDY U.S. MILITARY ASSISTANCE (5)-(12)
    [Southeast Asia; Western Europe; Greece; Turkey; Iran; U.S. relations with African
     nations]

PRESIDENT'S PLANE

PRESIDENT'S SCIENCE ADVISORY COMMITTEE

PRESIDENT'S TRIP TO EUROPE 1959 (1)-(3)

PRESIDENT'S TRIP TO EUROPE 1959 Bonn, Germany (1)-(4)

52  PRESIDENT'S TRIP TO EUROPE 1959 London (1)-(3)

PRESIDENT'S TRIP TO EUROPE 1959 Paris (1)-(4)

PRESIDENT'S TRIP TO EUROPE 1959 Tom Stephens, London, Incoming
     Messages (1)-(3)

PRESIDENT'S TRIP TO EUROPE 1959 Tom Stephens London, Outgoing Messages
     (1)(2) [DDE and Macmillan joint television broadcast]

PRESIDENT'S TRIP TO EUROPE 1959 General Goodpaster August-September
     (1)-(4)

53  PRESIDENT'S TRIP TO EUROPE 1959 General Goodpaster August-September
     (5)-(12)

PRESIDENT'S TRIP TO EUROPE 1959 [Briefing Book for the President] (1)-(3)

PRESIDENT'S TRIP TO EUROPE 1959 [Briefing Book for General Goodpaster]
     (1)-(3)

54  PRESIDENT'S TRIP TO EUROPE, ASIA, and AFRICA December 1959 Rome -
     Telegrams - Master (1)-(4)

PRESIDENT'S TRIP TO EUROPE; ASIA, and AFRICA December 1959 Ankara -
     Telegrams - Master (1)-(3)
PRESIDENT'S TRIP TO EUROPE, ASIA and AFRICA December 1959 Karachi
Telegrams - Master (1)-(3)

PRESIDENT'S TRIP TO EUROPE, ASIA, and AFRICA December 1959 Kabul -
Telegrams - Master (1)(2)

PRESIDENT'S TRIP TO EUROPE, ASIA, and AFRICA December 1959 New Delhi
Telegrams - Master (1)(4)

PRESIDENT'S TRIP TO EUROPE, ASIA, and AFRICA December 1959 Athens
Telegrams - Master (1)(2)

PRESIDENT'S TRIP TO EUROPE, ASIA, and AFRICA December 1959 USS Des
Moines and Bourguiba-Telegrams - Master (1)(2)

PRESIDENT'S TRIP TO EUROPE, ASIA, and AFRICA December 1959 Toulon -
Telegrams - Master

PRESIDENT'S TRIP TO EUROPE, ASIA, and AFRICA December 1959 Paris -
Telegrams - Master [re resignation of Admiral Jerauld Wright, USN, as Supreme
Allied Commander, Atlantic]

PRESIDENT'S TRIP TO EUROPE, ASIA, and AFRICA December 1959 Madrid -
Telegrams - Master (1)(2)

PRESIDENT'S TRIP TO EUROPE, ASIA, and AFRICA December 1959 Casablanca
and Rabat - Telegrams Master

PRESIDENT'S TRIP TO EUROPE, ASIA, and AFRICA December 1959
(miscellaneous Telegrams) (1)(2)

PRESIDENT'S TRIP TO EUROPE, ASIA, and AFRICA December 1959 [Briefing
Book for Meeting with Congressional Leaders]

PRESIDENT'S TRIP TO EUROPE, ASIA, and AFRICA December 1959 [Briefing
Book - Casablanca]

PRESIDENT'S TRIP TO EUROPE, ASIA, and AFRICA December 1959 [Summary
of USIS Film]

PRESIDENT'S TRIP TO LATIN AMERICA 1960 (1)-(5)
56  PRESIDENT'S TRIP TO LATIN AMERICA 1960 (6)-(9)

PRESIDENT'S TRIP TO RUSSIA, JAPAN, and FAR EAST -1960 Advance Trip (Telegrams) (1)-(3)

PRESIDENT'S TRIP TO RUSSIA, JAPAN, and FAR EAST -1960 Russia (Telegrams) (1)-(3)

PRESIDENT'S TRIP TO RUSSIA, JAPAN, and FAR EAST -1960 Russia (Miscellaneous)

PRESIDENT'S TRIP TO RUSSIA, JAPAN, and FAR EAST -1960 Japan (Telegrams) (1)

57  PRESIDENT'S TRIP TO RUSSIA, JAPAN, and FAR EAST -1960 Japan (Telegrams) (2)-(4)

PRESIDENT'S TRIP TO RUSSIA, JAPAN, and FAR EAST -1960 [Briefing Book - Advance Party] (1)-(6)

PRESIDENT'S TRIP TO RUSSIA, JAPAN, and FAR EAST -1960 [Briefing Book - Far East] (1)-(5)

58  PRESIDENT'S TRIP TO RUSSIA, JAPAN, and FAR EAST -1960 [Briefing Book - The Philippines]

PRESIDENT'S TRIP TO RUSSIA, JAPAN#, and FAR EAST -1960 [Briefing Book - China]

PRESIDENT’S TRIP TO RUSSIA, JAPAN, and FAR EAST -1960 [Briefing Book - Japan] (1)-(6)

PRESIDENT'S TRIP TO RUSSIA, JAPAN, and FAR EAST -1960 [Briefing Book - Korea]

PRESIDENT’S TRIP TO SUMMIT MEETING - FRANCE-PORTUGAL MAY 1960 [Telegrams] (1)(2)

PRESIDENT’S TRIP TO SUMMIT MEETING - FRANCE-PORTUGAL MAY 1960 [Briefing Books] (1)(2)
PRESIDENT'S TRIP TO SUMMIT MEETING - FRANCE - PORTUGAL MAY 1960 [Briefing Books] (3)-(13)

PRESIDENT'S TRIP TO SUMMIT MEETING FRANCE - PORTUGAL MAY 1960 [Talking Papers] (1)

PRESIDENT'S TRIP TO SUMMIT MEETING - FRANCE - PORTUGAL MAY 1960 [Talking Papers] (2)

PRESIDENT'S TRIP TO SUMMIT MEETING - FRANCE PORTUGAL MAY 1960 [Biographic Data] (1)(2)

PRESIDENTIAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON ENERGY SUPPLIES AND RESOURCES POLICY

PRESIDENTIAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON TELECOMMUNICATIONS POLICY AND ORGANIZATION

PRISONERS OF WAR (13 Held by Chinese Communists)

PROGRAM AND PERSONNEL CURTAILMENT (Meetings held by Gov. Adams, Spring--Summer, 1957) (1)(2)

PROJECT JUPITER [soil bank payments; commodity prices]

PSYCHOLOGICAL STRATEGY BOARD [psychological warfare; meeting of World Federation of Teacher’s Unions]

PSYCHOLOGICAL WARFARE [use of radio in psychological warfare; foreign policy]

PUERTO-RICAN INDEPENDENCE

RACIAL AFFAIRS [segregation in the National Guard]

RADIO FREE EUROPE

RAILROAD RETIREMENT BOARD

RECONSTRUCTION FINANCE CORPORATION

RED CROSS, American
RENegotiation Board

Republican National Committee

Rockefeller, Nelson (1)-(5) [Foreign Ministers’ Conference; psychological aspects of U.S. strategy; public opinion polls on international issues; aid for steel mill in India; Soviet aid to India; national security policy]

62 Rockefeller, Nelson (6) [psychological aspects of U.S. strategy]

Roosevelt Papers (1)-(4) [report on Wilson Dam Power plant, Muscle Shoals, Alabama, by L.R. Glavis; report to President Franklin D. Roosevelt by Huston Thompson on the Glavis Report]

Rosenberg Case [American Jewish Committee]

Russia (1)-(5) [religious, racial, and political purges in Eastern Europe; interview with Stalin; high level conference with Soviets; vulnerability of Soviet Union and European satellites to political warfare; speech by Malenkov; consumer goods in Eastern Europe; sales to Russia; trade fairs; Soviet scientific and technical manpower; report, “The Pattern of Soviet Bloc--Free World Trade Since 1948”; Malenkov ouster; Valery Lysikov case; Secretary Benson’s proposal to offer U.S. wheat to Russia]

63 Russia (6) [report on Communist bloc vulnerabilities]

Russia (7) [German reunification; disarmament; U.S. proposal to Soviets]

Russia (8) [Soviet bloc vulnerabilities; arms race; military technology, U.S. versus USSR]

Russia (9) [Soviet bloc vulnerabilities study; Asia policy; free world fears of the bomb; air defense; Sino-Soviet alliance]

Russia (10) [Eisenhower-Bulganin correspondence; Soviet cold war economic activities; Communist redefection or repatriation campaign; Soviet intention to reduce armed forces]

Russia (11)(12) [report of Donovan Emergency Commission of the International Rescue Committee to Investigate Communist Redefection Campaigns, 3-20-56]

Russia (13) [disarmament; response to Soviet reduction of armed forces; Soviet anti-emigration campaign; assistance for refugees]
RUSSIA (14)-(16) [Eisenhower-Bulganin correspondence on Suez and other topics; disarmament; Eastern Europe and USSR; proposals of Soviets to lessen international tension; Seven-Year Soviet Economic Plan (1959-1965); U.S.-USSR trade]

RUSSIA (17) [visit of Soviet Deputy Premier Kozlov]

RUSSIA (18)-(24) [Khrushchev visit to Washington, September 1959; U.S. objectives; Khrushchev’s themes, objectives, and tactics; biographic material on Khrushchev and other members of Soviet delegation]

RUSSIA (25) [Soviet economic offensive in India; U.S. exhibition in Moscow]

RUSSIA (26) (27) [Communist propaganda]

RUSSIA (28) [U.S.-Soviet civil air agreement; Gary Powers case]

RUSSIA (29) [reduction of armed forces; disarmament policy]

RUSSIA - STALIN’S DEATH AND REACTION AND RESULTS OF PRESIDENT’S SPEECH OF 4/16/53 (1)-(5)

SAINT LAWRENCE SEAWAY

SALK VACCINE

SCIENCE-TECHNOLOGY PROGRAM (Missiles -Satellites, etc.) (As Proposed in President’s Speech, 11/7/57) (1)-(3) [proposed appointment of Special Assistant to President for Science and Technology; President’s Science-Advisory Committee; post-Sputnik opinion in Western Europe; guidance system for ballistic missiles; AFC programs; satellite detection and location; Echo I satellite]

SECRET SERVICE

SECURITY PROGRAM (1)(2) [statutory basis for prohibiting disclosure of information; security requirement for government employee; exclusion of subversive individuals from critical industrial facilities; Secret Service reports]

SECURITY PROGRAM (3) [Defense Facilities Protection Act of 1954; bill to revise or amend the Internal Security Act of 1950; Communist-Infiltrated Organizations Act of 1954; proposed bills to offset problem of Communist infiltration]
SECURITY PROGRAM (4)(5) [security requirements for government employment; government employee security cases]

SECURITY PROGRAM (6) security standards for AEC; making classified atomic energy information available to foreign nationals

SECURITY PROGRAM (7) [lack of security in performance of classified government contracts]

S H A P E [job offer at SHAPE for Sir James Gault]

SMALL BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION [operation of New York regional office of Small Business Administration and related personnel matters]

SMALL DEFENSE PLANTS ADMINISTRATION

SOCIAL SECURITY [location or site of new Social Security Building]

SOO-LOCK CENTENNIAL COMMISSION

SORGE CASE [re espionage case]

67 STATE, Department of (thru Sept. 1953) (1)-(11) [visit by Prince Faisal of Saudi Arabia; U.S. economic policy for Japan; U.S.-United Kingdom Economic talks; coronation of Queen Elizabeth; German property in U.S.; escapee program of State Department; Voice of America; Sino-Soviet Entente; events in East Berlin and East Germany; Korean reconstruction; Indochina; expropriation of U.S. property in Guatemala; U.S. public opinion poll on Korea and Indochina]

68 STATE, Department of (thru Sept. 1953) (12) [visit of French Prime Minister Laniel]

STATE, Department of (Oct. 1, 1953-Nov. 13, 1953) (1)-(4) [art looting investigation unit of OSS; unification of Germany; American foreign economic policy; proposed World Student Assembly; U.N. tin conference]

STATE, Department of (Nov. 23, 1951--Dec. 23, 1953) (1)(2) [U.S.-Saudi relations; independence of Puerto Rico; Philippine war claims]

STATE, Department of (January 1954) [U.S. aid to Burma; Berlin Four-Power Conference; air defense of Greenland and Iceland]

STATE, Department of (Feb. 1954) (1)(2) [East-West trade; U.S. Antarctica policy;
Panama Canal Zone

STATE, Department of (Mar. 1954) (1)(2) [agricultural surplus disposal; Belgian ratification of European Defense Community Treaty]

STATE, Department of (Apr. 1954) (1)(2) [attacks on political refugees; visit of President Tubman of Liberia to U.S.; Moroccan trade problems]

STATE, Department of (Feb.-Apr. 1954) Joint U.S.-Canadian Committee on Trade and Economic Affairs (1)-(3) [GATT-General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade; methods of surplus disposal]

STATE, Department of (May 1954) (1)(2) [Indochina; agreements made at Cairo, Tehran, Yalta, and Potsdam conferences; State Department publication on American foreign policy from 1941 to 1951]

STATE, Department of (June 1954) (1)-(3) [St. Lawrence-Great Lakes Seaway Project; East German uprisings of June 1953; Philippine war claims]

STATE, Department of (July 1954)

STATE, Department of (Aug. 1954) [coordination of economic, psychological, and other non-military defense; Japan]

STATE, Department of (Sept. 1954) [Southeast Asian Prime Ministers Conference]

STATE, Department of (Oct.-Nov. 1954)

STATE, Department of (Dec. 1954) (1)(2) [Mexico; report of Asian Economic Working Group on program of economic assistance]

STATE, Department of (Jan.-Feb. 1955) [Paris accords and military organization in Western Europe; Schuman Plan and European Coal and Steel Community]

STATE, Department of (Mar. 1955) [visit of Prime Minister Scelba of Italy]

STATE, Department of (Apr. 1955)

STATE, Department of (May 1955) [visit of General Chiang Ching-kuo to U.S.; Far East]

STATE, Department of (June 1955) [U.S. sugar quotas and relations with Cuba]
STATE, Department of (July 1955)

STATE, Department of (Aug. 1955) [European Payments Union IMF]

STATE, Department of (Sept. 1955) [Secretary General of French Communist Party visits U.S.; presidential press conferences]

STATE, Department of (Oct. 1955) [recognition of Argentine government; agricultural surpluses, possible sale to Soviets]

STATE, Department of (Nov.-Dec. 1955) [list of scheduled and proposed visits by foreign dignitaries for 1956; Aswan Dam]

STATE, Department of [Miscellaneous 1954-1955 Items]

STATE, Department of (1953-1955) Danish Ship Claims (1)

STATE, Department of (1953-1955) Danish Ship Claims (2)-(6)

STATE, Department of (Jan, 1956) [visit of Prime Minister Anthony Eden; possible visit of Duke of Edinburgh]

STATE, Department of (Feb. 1956)

STATE, Department of (Mar. 1956)

STATE, Department of (Apr. 1956) (1)(2) [USIAI lend-lease naval craft in USSR; U.S. economic program for India; Algeria; Cyprus]

STATE, Department of (May 1956) [loan to Chile; visit by French Foreign Minister Pineau]

STATE, Department of (June 1956)

STATE, Department of (July 1956) [Nehru visit to U.S.; visit by Australian Prime Minister Robert Menzies]

STATE, Department of (Aug. 1956) [report on opinion trends among America’s European allies; U.S.-Iran relations]

STATE, Department of (Sept. 1956)

STATE, Department of (Nov. 1956) (1)-(3) [Hungarian Revolution and aftermath;
Suez Crisis; Nehru visit; open skies proposal for Middle East]

STATE, Department of (Dec. 1956)

STATE, Department of (1956) [Nehru Material] (1)-(3)

STATE, Department of (1956) [Briefing Book Nehru’s Visit] (1)-(3)

STATE, Department of (Jan.-Feb. 1957) (1)-(3) [State of Union address; visit of King of Saudi Arabia; visit by Crown Prince of Iraq]

73  STATE, Department of (Jan.-Feb. 1957) (4)

STATE, Department of (Jan.-Feb. 1957) [Briefing Book -King Saud Visit] (1)-(4)

STATE, Department of (Feb. 1957) [Briefing Book - Mollet Talks] (1)(2)

STATE, Department of (Mar.-June 1957) (1)-(3) [Vietnam; German tank requirements; visit by Queen of England to U.S.; visit by President Coty of France]

STATE, Department of (May 1957) [Briefing Book Ngo Dinh Diem Visit] (1)(2)

74  STATE, Department of (May 1957) [Briefing Book Adenauer visit] (1)(2)

STATE, Department of (June 1957) [Briefing Book Kishi Visit] (1)-(3)

STATE, Department of (July-Dec. 1957) (1)-(3) [visit to U.S. by Prime Minister of Pakistan; alien assets and property in U.S.; recognition of Republic of Tunisia; visit of Soviet Marshall Zhukov to U.S.; Philippine Scouts; status report of East-West exchanges]

STATE, Department of (July 1957) [Briefing Book Suhrawardy Visit] (1)(2)

STATE, Department of (Oct. 1957) [Briefing Book Macmillan Visit] (1)(2)

75  STATE, Department of (Oct. 1957) [Briefing Book - Macmillan Visit] (3)

STATE, Department of (Oct. 1957) [Briefing Book - Spaak Visit]

STATE, Department of (Nov. 1957-May 1958) (1)-(5) [visit of King of Morocco; nuclear testing; aid to India; Cyprus and NATO; Middle East; oil imports; status of East-West exchanges; Algerian conflict; U.S. aid to India and Pakistan]
STATE, Department of (Nov. 1957) [Briefing Book King of Morocco Visit] (1)-(3)

STATE, Department of (Jan. 1958) [Briefing Book Souvanna Phouma Visit] (1)

76 STATE, Department of (Jan. 1958) [Briefing Book Souvanna Phouma Visit] (2)

STATE, Department of (June-Dec. 1958) (1)-(5) [German monetary problems; U.S. aid to Cambodia; Hungary; aid to Bolivia; aid to Turkey; visit by Queen of Greece; Atlantic Congress of 1959]

STATE, Department of (June 1958) [Briefing Book - Macmillan’s Visit] (1)(2)

STATE, Department of (Sept. 1956) [Briefing Book - Meeting of American Foreign Ministers] (1)(2)

77 STATE, Department of (Jan.-Aug. 1959) (1)-(12) [U.S. Committee for Refugees; World Refugee Year; joint Canadian-U.S. Committee on Trade and Economic Affairs; wheat surplus disposal; aid to Korea; radio broadcasts to Eastern Europe; U.S.-Bulgarian relations; opening of St. Lawrence Seaway; psychological warfare-O.C.B.; list of state and official visits in 1960; proposed trip to Asia and Far East]

78 STATE, Department of (Mar. 1959) [Briefing Book - Macmillan Visit] (1)-(5) [Berlin situation; atomic energy; disarmament; NATO; Middle East; Africa; Far East]

STATE, Department of (Sept.-Dec. 1959) (1)-(3) [Baghdad Pact; U.S.-USSR relations; state Visit of President of Republic of Guinea; visit by Malayan prime minister; disarmament; U.S. Japanese treaty signing]

STATE, Department of (Sept.-Oct. 1959) [Briefing Book - Visit by Prime Minister Segni of Italy] (1)-(4)

79 STATE, Department of (Oct. 1959) [Briefing Book Lopez Mateos Visit] (1)(2)

STATE, Department of (Jan.-Mar. 11, 1960) (1)-(3) [visit by Adenauer to U.S.; U.S.-Mexico narcotics problems; U.S.-Japan Security Treaty; visit by King of Thailand]

STATE, Department of (Jan. 1960) [Briefing Book Prime Minister Kishi Visit] (1)-(5)
STATE, Department of (Mar. 1960) [Briefing Book Ben Gurion Visit]

STATE, Department of (Mar. 16-Apr. 20, 1960) (1)-(3) [report on Asia; visit of Crown Prince and Princess of Japan; civil air negotiations with Italy; visit by King Mahendra of Nepal]

STATE, Department of (Mar. 1960) [Briefing Book - Adenauer’s Visit] (1)-(3)

STATE, Department of (Mar. 1960) [Briefing Book - Macmillan Visit] (1)(2)

STATE, Department of (Apr. 1960) [Briefing Book - Pres. Lleras’ visit] (1)-(3)

STATE, Department of (Apr. 1960) [Briefing Book - Pres. deGaulle’s Visit] (1)(2)

STATE, Department of (Apr. 1960) Visit by King Mahendra of Nepal]

STATE, Department of (May-June 1960) [air agreement between U.S. and Philippines; U-2 overflights]

STATE, Department of (June 1960) [Briefing Book - Diefenbaker Visit] (1)(2)

STATE, Department of (June-July 1960) [Briefing Book - Visit by King and Queen of Thailand] (1)(2)

STATE, Department of (July 1960-Jan. 1961) (1)-(4) [reconnaissance satellite; Latin America; civil aviation negotiations with Netherlands, New Zealand, and United Kingdom; U.S.-Cambodia relations; meeting with President of Mexico; U.S.-African relations; International Atomic Energy Commission; recognition of new government in El Salvador; imports of surplus military rifles]

SUBVERSIVE ACTIVITIES CONTROL BOARD

SUEZ CANAL CRISIS (1)-(5) [troop buildup and invasion; oil supply problems; U.S. peacekeeping forces; withdrawal of Israeli, British, and French Troops; statements and messages by various world leaders, including Khrushchev and Bulganin; U.S.-British talks; U.S.-French relations; U.S.: policy on Egypt]

SUMMIT CONFERENCE [views of Baltic States diplomatic representatives on conference]

SYLVERSTER PROCESS (1)(2) [process for extracting manganese from slag]
TAFT-HARTLEY

TAFT-HARTLEY (Working Papers of Proposed Changes in Bill) (1)-(3)

TAFT-HARTLEY (Working Papers of Proposed Changes in Bill) (4)-(8)

TAFT-HARTLEY CLIPPINGS

TARIFF MATTERS

TAYLOR, Myron C. (1)-(3) [refugee problem; bishop in Berlin; U.S. relations with the Vatican; records of Taylor’s mission as personal representative of Presidents Roosevelt and Truman; correspondence between Taylor and church leaders and between Taylor and President Truman]

TAYLOR, Myron C. (4) [1947 and 1949 meetings of Protestant clergymen with Taylor in New York]

TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY

TIDELANDS OIL

TOLSTOY FOUNDATION

TRADE AGREEMENTS and TARIFF MATTERS (1953) (1)-(7) [impact of U.S. trade policy on British public opinion]

TRADE AGREEMENTS and TARIFF MATTERS (1954) (1)-(4)

TRADE AGREEMENTS and TARIFF MATTERS (1955) (1)-(6)

TRADE AGREEMENTS and TARIFF MATTERS (1955) (7)-(10) [dissent by the Departments of Agriculture and Interior on various tariffs; exchange surplus U.S. commodities for Soviet stockpiled goods; export controls on trade with China; GATT negotiations]

TRADE AGREEMENTS and TARIFF MATTERS (1956) (1)-(7) [reports by U.S. Tariff Commission on “Peril-point” findings]

TRADE AGREEMENTS and TARIFF MATTERS (1956) (8)-(19)
TRADE AGREEMENTS and TARIFF MATTERS (1956) (20) [U.S. economic defense policy; East-West trade; export controls on trade with Communist China]

TRADE AGREEMENTS and TARIFF MATTERS (1956) (21)-(22) [report by Department of Defense on trade items of greatest or least military potential to the Red Chinese; CIA report on strategic importance of various trade items]

TRADE AGREEMENTS and TARIFF MATTERS (1956) (23)

TRADE AGREEMENTS and TARIFF MATTERS (1956) (24) [political effects of relaxing controls on trade with Communist China]

TRADE AGREEMENTS and TARIFF MATTERS (1956) (25)-(30)

TRADE AGREEMENTS and TARIFF MATTERS (1957) (1)-(5) [effect on Canada of U.S. surplus wheat disposal policies]

TRADE AGREEMENTS and TARIFF MATTERS (1958) (1)(2)

TRADE AGREEMENTS and TARIFF MATTERS (1959) (1)-(5) [disposal of surplus strategic material; U.S. Tariff Commission report on “peril-point” findings]

TRADE AGREEMENTS and TARIFF MATTERS (1960) (1)(2)

TRADE AGREEMENTS and TARIFF MATTERS (1960) (3) [U.S. record of joint U.S.-Canadian commission on trade and economic affairs]

TRADE AGREEMENTS and TARIFF MATTERS (1960) (4)-(16)

TRADE AGREEMENTS and TARIFF MATTERS (1960) (17)-(28)

TRADE AGREEMENTS and TARIFF MATTERS (1961) (1)(2)

TRADE AGREEMENTS--CUBA [tariff concessions on Cuban cigars]

TRADE AGREEMENTS--JAPAN (1)-(14)

TRADE AGREEMENTS--JAPAN (15)-(17)
TRADE AGREEMENTS--SWITZERLAND (1)(2)

TRADE AGREEMENTS and TARIFF MATTERS--ALMONDS (1)-(13)

TRADE AGREEMENTS and TARIFF MATTERS--ALMONDS (14)-(17)

TRADE AGREEMENTS and TARIFF MATTERS--BALL and ROLLER BEARINGS

TRADE AGREEMENTS and TARIFF MATTERS--BICYCLES (1)-(5)

TRADE AGREEMENTS and TARIFF MATTERS--BRIER PIPES (1) [post-World War II decline in pipe tobacco consumption; effect of disposal of war surplus pipes on the domestic pipe industry]

TRADE AGREEMENTS and TARIFF MATTERS--BRIER PIPES (2)-(5)

TRADE AGREEMENTS and TARIFF MATTERS--CATTLE

TRADE AGREEMENTS and TARIFF MATTERS--CERIUM ALLOYS (1)-(3) [flints for cigarette lighters]

TRADE AGREEMENTS and TARIFF MATTERS--CLINICAL THERMOMETERS (1)(2)

TRADE AGREEMENTS and TARIFF MATTERS--COTTON [import restrictions on long-staple cotton, USDA versus State Department]

TRADE AGREEMENTS and TARIFF MATTERS--DRIED FIGS

TRADE AGREEMENTS and TARIFF MATTERS--FILBERTS

TRADE AGREEMENTS and TARIFF MATTERS--FISH (1)-(4)

TRADE AGREEMENTS and TARIFF MATTERS--FISHING TACKLE

TRADE AGREEMENTS and TARIFF MATTERS--FLATWARE

TRADE AGREEMENTS and TARIFF MATTERS--GLASSWARE (HANDBLOWN) (1)(2)
TRADE AGREEMENTS and TARIFF MATTERS--GLASSWARE (HANDBLOWN) (3)

TRADE AGREEMENTS and TARIFF MATTERS--HARDBOARD

TRADE AGREEMENTS and TARIFF MATTERS--HATS (FUR FELT and HAT BODIES)

TRADE AGREEMENTS and TARIFF MATTERS--LEAD and ZINC (1)-(7)

TRADE AGREEMENTS and TARIFF MATTERS--LEAD and ZINC (8) [Cabinet Paper on lead-zinc situation, February 21 and March 8, 1955]

TRADE AGREEMENTS and TARIFF MATTERS--LINEN TOWELING

TRADE AGREEMENTS and TARIFF MATTERS--MEAT

TRADE AGREEMENTS and TARIFF MATTERS--OATS (1)-(11)

TRADE AGREEMENTS and TARIFF MATTERS--OIL (1) [proposed intra-industry agreement to limit excessive imports of oil; Venezuela opposes U.S. restrictions on oil imports]

TRADE AGREEMENTS and TARIFF MATTERS--OIL (2)

TRADE AGREEMENTS and TARIFF MATTERS--SILK SCARVES (1)-(4)

TRADE AGREEMENTS and TARIFF MATTERS--SUGAR

TRADE AGREEMENTS and TARIFF MATTERS--TEXTILES

TRADE AGREEMENTS and TARIFF MATTERS--TOBACCO

TRADE AGREEMENTS and TARIFF MATTERS--TUNG OIL and TUNG NUTS (1)-(8)

TRADE AGREEMENTS and TARIFF MATTERS--TUNG OIL and TUNG NUTS (9)(10)

TRADE AGREEMENTS and TARIFF MATTERS--WATCHES (1)-(5) [relationship of U.S. watchmaking industry to national security]
TRADE AGREEMENTS and TARIFF MATTERS--WHEAT

TRADE AGREEMENTS and TARIFF MATTERS--WOOD SCREWS

TRADE AGREEMENTS and TARIFF MATTERS--WOOL (1) [long-range government wool program; domestic wool industry]

TRADE AGREEMENTS and TARIFF MATTERS--WOOL (2)-(4)

TRADE AGREEMENTS and TARIFF MATTERS--WOOL (5) [report to President by U.S. Tariff Commission on “peril-point” findings; U.S.-Australian talks on wool and tariff]

TREASURY, Department of (1) [loan to Brazil; extension of Philippines tax on foreign exchange; U.S. Mint business; personnel matters]

TREASURY, Department of (2) [British loan from Export-Import Bank; function of gold in U.S. monetary policy; Department of Treasury report on gold stocks]

UNITED NATIONS (1) (2) [Czechoslovakia and Hungary resign from UNESCO; admission of Red C China to U.N.; U.S. participation in U.N.; U.N. high Commissioner for Refugees; U.N. report on Hungary]

UNITED NATIONS DISARMAMENT COMMISSION (1) (2) [disarmament meeting in London in 1956; U.S. policy on regulation of armaments; British-French plan on disarmament; Soviet proposal on controls and inspection; four-power declaration on disarmament]

UNITED NATIONS DISARMAMENT COMMISSION (3)-(6) [Eisenhower’s “open skies” plan; Eisenhower-Bulganin correspondence on disarmament issue]

UNITED NATIONS SPEECH OF 12/8/53

UNITED STATES INFORMATION AGENCY (1) [MIG-15 from North Korea; film on Latvia and Baltic states; USIA film program]

UNITED STATES INFORMATION AGENCY (2) [Communist aggression in Laos; U.S. propaganda; Christmas message]

UNITED STATES INFORMATION AGENCY (3) [Voice of America broadcasts to Czechoslovakia; Slovak League of America; public opinion in foreign countries of U.S. treatment of Negroes; International Science for Peace Conference]

UNITED STATES SPECIAL REPRESENTATIVE IN EUROPE (1) [European
issues affecting the U.S.; U.S. policy and objectives in Europe

UNITED STATES SPECIAL REPRESENTATIVE IN EUROPE. (2)-(3) [U.S. relations with Western Europe; U.S. aims in Western Europe; Atlantic Community; military production base of Western Europe; Soviet intentions in Europe]

UNITED STATES SPECIAL REPRESENTATIVE IN EUROPE (4)-(6) [Atlantic Community; Soviet intentions in Europe; European issues affecting the U.S.; U.S. aims in Western Europe; military production base in Western Europe]

VARTIYAN FAMILY [bill for the relief of]

VETERANS ADMINISTRATION [G.I. loan activity; status of members of Board of Veterans’ Appeals of the Veterans Administration; qualifications of members of the Board; civil service status of members of Board of Veterans’ Appeals]

VICE-PRESIDENT, The

VICE-PRESIDENTS TRIP TO AFRICA (1)-(3) [reports on visits by Vice-President from various embassies and consulates in Africa; U.S. military aid]

WAR CRIMINALS (1)-(4) [letter to President from Kesselring re clemency for war criminals; memos and case files on recommendations for parole of Japanese war criminals; information on war crimes against U.S. soldiers]

WHITE HOUSE OFFICE [Hatch Act; records of periodic meetings; notes on a cabinet meeting; agenda for sub-cabinet meeting; notes on legislative conference; White House relocation plan; microfilming of essential records; inter-agency emergency communications system]

WILLIAMSBURG, U.S.S. [functions of the U.S.S. Williamsburg; deactivation of ship by President]

WORLD WAR II (1) [wartime conferences--Yalta and Potsdam; U.S. relations with China; foreign relations with U.S.]

WORLD WAR II (2)(3) [Volume One of the history of the Joint Chiefs of Staff during the war with Japan, Pearl Harbor through Trident]

WORLD WAR II (4) [Volume Two of the history of the Joint Chiefs of Staff during the war with Japan, 1943 to 1945]
102 WORLD WAR II (5) [Volume Two of the history of the Joint Chiefs of Staff during the war with Japan, 1943 to 1945]

WORLD WAR II (6) [Volume One on the organizational development of the Joint Chiefs of Staff during World War II; Joint Board; Combined Chiefs of Staff]

103 WORLD WAR II (7) [Volume One on the organizational development of the Joint Chiefs of Staff during World War II]

WORLD WAR II (8) [Volume Two on the organizational development of the Joint Chiefs of Staff during World War II; development of the Joint Chiefs committee structure]

104 WORLD WAR II (9) [Volume Two on the organizational development of the Joint Chiefs of Staff during World War II; development of the Joint Chiefs committee structure]

WORLD WAR II (10) [papers on World War II conferences; correspondence with General Bradley re Churchill’s views on how U.S. had conducted the war in Europe; claims by Jewish organizations on Germany, Austria, and U.S.]

WORLD WAR III (1) [U.S. and Canada agree to joint control of aids to navigation in case of attack; Conelrad agreement; security plan in case of attack on the Capitol; office of Defense Mobilization; continental defense; SAC and DEW Line; dangers of surprise attack]

WORLD WAR III (2)(3) [Office of Defense Mobilization; relocation planning; post attack operations; report on Federal Emergency Plans C and D-minus]

105 [ALFRED POLITZ RESEARCH, INC., survey re Indochina] (1)(2) [oversize, correspondence filed in STATE, Department of (thru Sept. 1953) (11) in box 67 of the Subject Series]
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